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by Poet and Literary Translator

Fiona Sze-Lorrain
A playful, Zen-like clarity and gentleness characterize the poems in Fiona SzeLorrain’s new book, along with a distinct sense of an animating mystery. The
world here is at once deliciously material and refreshingly ethereal. This is an
engaging collection, resonant with promise and presence. — Peter Cole

In those autumns, death w
small affair.
—from “Sixteen Lines,
Autumn 2010”

In moving poems that affirm
power of language, Sze-Lorra
journeys through shifting plac
times, deaths and imagined d
with sharp, lyrical insight.
—Arthur Sze

F I O NA S Z E - L O R R A I N

In a trance cast by the flickeri
shadows of woods and sun, a
rides the dark waters of the im
tion. So, too, these new poems
Fiona Sze-Lorrain navigate th
swells of loss. It is said that gr
our most dangerous emotion, e
from us the desire to follow ou
ones into death. Yet not much
of the dying one does in life in
sponse to it: “I settle where the
/ blows me. From one state of
tude / to another province.” I
nize this speech, haunting and
strange, the speech of true poet
surface from the pain place ir
bly changed. — Melissa Kwa

L E Ó N L I T E R A RY A R T S

Fiona Sze-Lorrain will read from her new
book of poetry, My Funeral Gondola
as well as her translations of contemporary
Chinese poets. She is also a zheng harpist.

Crows were soothsayers —
wings, black cries.

MY FUNERAL GOND OLA

 EL

This exquisite collection sounds a counterpoint of firmament and terra firma, “an
air / between real and improvised time.” Opening her astute ear to the “Cryptic
shapes of yes and no,” Sze-Lorrain imbues her poems with a plaintive beauty, her
language with a subtle complexity. — Sylvia Legris

Swans looked graceful
because their bodies were

M ĀN O A B O O K S

Fiona Sze-Lorrain’s first
collection of poetry, Water the
Moon, was published by
Marick in 2010. In addition to
her books of translation of
Chinese poets from Zephyr
Press, she has translated
several contemporary French
and American authors. She
coedited Sky Lanterns: New
Poetry from China, Formosa, and
Beyond (University of Hawai‘i
Press/Mānoa, 2012) and On
Freedom: Spirit, Art, and State
(University of Hawai‘i Press/
Mānoa, 2013). An editor at
Cerise Press and Vif Éditions,
she is also a zheng harpist
and orchid healer. She lives
in France.

In past autumns, I saw the
world differently.

F IONA S Z E-LOR R A I N

A. George-Vif Éditions, 2012
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Wine reception to follow

—Wolfgang Kubin
Subtle and compelling, Bai Hua is among the best in contemporary
Chinese poetry.
—David Der-wei Wang

The jintian [今天] series of contemporary
literature features new and innovative writing
from mainland China and abroad. Titles in the
series are edited by Bei Dao, Lydia H. Liu, and
Christopher Mattison.

SKY LANTERNS
F R A N K
F I O N A

A collaborative venture between Zephyr Press,
the Jintian Literary Foundation, and The Chinese
University Press, each bilingual title highlights
the ever-changing literary culture of China while
simultaneously expanding the English language
with a wave of new voices in translation.

BAI HUA WIND SAYS

Poet of daily life, Bai Hua comes close to the masters of the Song dynasty
who, like him, found poetry everywhere. Within small things he traces
before our eyes, a low voice sings — a voice that speaks of what good
poetry brings: truth. After the megalomania of the twentieth century in
countries like Germany, the Soviet Union and China, poetry has become
the only haven for truth. Truth does not lie or sell, and neither does poetry.
Such truth had to be learned and expressed through bitter years of silence;
Rilke is a good example of such honest writing, and Bai Hua as well.
China’s hope lies here, nowhere else.

N E W P O E T RY F RO M CH I N A , F O R M OS A , A N D B E YO N D

WIND SAYS

One of the greatest pleasures of Wind Says is Sze-Lorrain’s consistent
sensitivity to the consonant and liquid transitions between spoken
phonemes in Chinese and in English, so the English words seem to resound the sensual texture of the original’s musicality. As a fine poet in
her own right, her skillful attention to the sounds of English shows how
wonderfully it can be done.
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—Frank Stewart, The Poem Behind the Poem: Translating
Asian Poetry into English
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柏桦 BAI

风在说

In pacing and imagery, Bai Hua’s poems are meditations on the acceleration
and slowing of time as it is lived, and as the poet experiences time being
measured out in wild particularities; the particulars arise in the poems like
stresses in a line of an incantation.
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Limited places / Please book places in advance to be sure of securing a place.
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